
Christo

Christo and his wife Jeanne-Claude are know for 
ENVIRONMENTAL ART

They have WRAPPED buildings, bridges, decorated 
parks, desserts, and so much more!

They are CURRENT artists so maybe you will be able to 
see something they make in the future!



their work is visually impressive and 
often controversial due to its scale 

the artists have repeatedly denied that 
their projects contain any deeper 
meaning than their immediate aesthetic 
impact.  

The purpose of their art, they contend, 
is simply to create works of art or joy 
and beauty and to create new ways of 
seeing familiar landscapes. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Controversial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aesthetic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landscape


How much Fabric do you think it would take to WRAP an entire bridge?



Could you WRAP and island?



Add color to the world?



THE GATES - were created for Central park in New York City 

Notice the size of the “gates” next to the walkers and bikers in the park!



Think about the details that would have to be 
considered to accomplish these ideas.... 

You would need approval from the city or state 

you would need to find out HOW much fabric is needed 

where would GET the fabric, where would you STORE the fabric? How can you SEW the fabric? 
How do you get it to the CITY where you are going to create your next sculpture? 

How do you FUND a project like this? WHO helps to INSTALL something this BIG? 

What questions do you have????



Let’s Talk Art!

How was this work made? (what materials) 

Is there anything “special” about how the artist 
used the materials? 

Can you tell WHERE the artist is from by 
looking at their sculptures?
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Let’s Talk Art!

What makes this artist special? 

Can you tell if the artist is in a certain art 
style (abstract?, impressionism?, cubism?)  

Is there a subject matter?
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Let’s Talk Art!

What do YOU like about this work? 

What stands out to you? Where does your eye go 
first? 

What are the shapes or colors you see?
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Let’s Talk Art!
why do you think the artist made this 
Sculpture? 

Would YOU like help create a piece of artwork 
in this size? 

What is your overall impression of this piece?
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Let’s Make Art!

What could WE wrap in the classroom? 

How much materials will we need? 

Let’s try to wrap ONE student desk and ONE 
student chair!


